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You Can’t Grouse If You Don’t
Vote in the Final Elections
Have You Ever Seen This Man?
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THE GREEKS AGAIN
It seems obvious that the
Greeks are going to sweep an
other general election. Unless
the Independents turn out a
vote in excess of the Aber vote
they are sure to lose right on
down the line. Worse, for their
purposes, to win at all they

probably must produce a total
H vote higher than 1,800 or 2,000.
|
Each Greek candidate will
| not only pick up the votes
S given to his running mate in
I
the primary, he will also get
I
those few additional votes
|| from the Greek houses that
1 apparently didn’t turn out in
g strength.

U

The

situation

is
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unique.

Montana State University, Missoula, Montana

I While appearing strong Aber

day, ISA is really weak and
can hardly hope to win. The
|| truth is that the unaffiliate
H . turnout Wednesday was due
|| largely to Kaimin efforts. The
)1 Independents have three smart
J men running the show, but one
U is ineffectual, one is lazy, and
8 the third is becoming the poliH tical equivalent of an office
8 drudge—for every duty he asII sumes, two more are thrust
g upon him.
I
I
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In interesting contrast to
this is the near-perfect Greek
machine. Even when leaderless, it is so mechanically efficient that it can seldom lose,

From time-to-time Interfrafj ternity council has difficulty
p maintaining discipline before
H the primaries-, and often politim cal leadership within the houses
p is poor; but the Greeks always
|| turn out to vote in the finals
8 and the Independents do not.
I
|
p
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This means, considering
Hank Ford’s case, that an
ASMSU unaffiliate hopeful
must turn out at least 590
more votes, and 600-plus to
be safe. If four out of five
Greeks who voted in the pri
mary vote against him now
(please see page three)

STUDENTS, FACULTY
INVITED TO ART EXHIBIT
Students and faculty are invited
to an art exhibit in the St. Pat
rick’s Nurses home Saturday and
Sunday featuring Works by pro
minent young artists. Wood carv
ings and oils will be displayed
from 3 to 9 on Saturday, 3 to 5
on Sunday.
The invitation is made by Mrs.
Percy Newton, representing the
American Association of Univer
sity women, the sponsor.
One MSU student spent Wednes
day night in the local jail, on a
charge of being drunk.
Phi Sigma meets tonight at 7:30
in Natural Science 207. Officers,
will be elected.
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They Had to Keep it Sexy!
H igh C o u rt Jokes M u st Be
Lowdown O r M S U Stu den ts
W o n ’t Laugh, Sa y s ’Lawyer’
B Y BILL FARDEN
Many complaints have been coming in regarding the “low
level” on which High Court was conducted on Aber day. Sev
eral of the members of the “ court’Lwere interviewed to get
their opinion on this matter.
Bill Walterskirchen, prosecuting attorney said, “ I think that
the complaint of ‘filth and muck’ which were the requisite
for any response from the audience was considerably modified
from that used in previous years. Perhaps it was slightly
rougher than it was in pre-war years, but compared to the last
few years since the war, I think that it was tamed down quite
considerably.
“One thing,” Walterskirchen said, “that should have been ap
parent to anyone who was there, was the lack of response
from the crowd when we did stick to the high class of jokes.
“The whole purpose of the court was to be amusing and
it was obviously necessary to dip pretty low to satisfy the
crowd’s expectations.”
Dick Conklin, one of the judges said, “ From looking over
the scripts of the programs of previous years, especially 1947,
I think that we had a much cleaner program arranged than the
average. Another thing that is worth noting,” he said, “is that
when we tried to keep the jokes clean we started to lose our
audience.
“ Much of the more questionable jokes that were used were
ad libed in an attempt to hold the crowd,” Conklin said. “ I
think that we put out something pretty close to what every
one wanted, and if it had been rougher than it was, the ma
jority of those who attended would have liked it better.”

66K eep Yer Sunny Side Up”

Editor 6Locates9
Missing Hammer

Unceremoniously received and immediately shucked under Shipkey’s wing was Fred Erdhaus, new assistant football line coach, of
Grizzlies, erstwhile head coach of the professional bulldogs. Fred
will be a prominent new figure in MSU’s revised athletic setup,
hoping to revamp the moribund Grizzlies who need the inspiration
after a long period with out many significant wins.

Greeks Are In Solid
Aber Elections Show
Wilkinson Tests
Walkie Talkies
Larry Wilkinson, Missoula, is
testing Handy Talkies (walkie
talkies) for the Forest service.
During the summer, this small
version of a portable transmitterreceiver radio is intended for use
by fire fighting crews.
In his tests Wilkinson said he
found the greatest weakness was
the short life of the batteries in
the radio, but as a whole they
seemed satisfactory. Other weak
points mentioned were minor ones
of design such as the set being
in operation any time the aerial
was attached and the bottom being
hard to detach for battery re
placement.
In measurement the walkie
talkies are about three by five
inches and about 18 inches high.
A telescoping eight-foot aerial is
fastened to the side and may be
quickly put into play by its ex 
tension.
One of the intended uses of the
radio is in parachute-smokejumper
application.

Primary balloting from Aber
day seems to indicate another fra
ternity-sorority slate for the next
student governing term. A1 Calen,
balloting chairman, said he con
sidered the vote cast as heavy on
both sides.
The general election date has
not been set, according to Galen,
but he said the date is normally
set within two weeks following
primaries. Central board will meet
Tuesday to discuss general ballot
ing and a constitutional amend
ment.
Out of the election results about
75 per cent backed fraternity and
sorority candidates while the re
maining 25 per cent registered in
dependent balloting. Galen said
about 1,800 ballots were cast but
by count only 1,505 cast for stu
dent body president and 1,599 for
vice-president.
General balloting is scheduled
for the Bitterroot room, but the
vote there is not likely to be as
high as the 60 per cent vote cast
on Aber day.
If general balloting runs in ratio
with Aber day voting, another
Greek regime appears to be forth
coming.

She Loves It, R ea lly. . .

The in-again-out-again clapper
mystery was solved last night; the
handy bonger was found in the
editor’s filing cabinet.
The contents of one drawer were
dumped on Bill Smurr’s desk, and
in their place was the Main hall
clapper—one yard long, heavy, and
ominous looking.
Appended was a short note
pasted on with a Kaimin sticker: '

Golfer readers may decide this fellow is lining up a long putt,
but don’t be fooled. He is about to dip his mugg (no hands) into a
pastry-maker’s discus during the annual Aber day pie eating mara
thon. The winner’s prize? Our dear* editor, Smurr. Better than
lemons, eh?

Dear Bill:
We took clapper as a prank
not knowing that we were break
ing an M-club tradition. Per
haps we do have a perverted
sense of humor, but we still
think it’s funny. We hope, how
ever, that the return of same at
this time will clear up any hard
feelings.
(signed)
We— 3

“Dear Maw: Get me and the boy friend cuttin* up on Aber day.
Some fun, huh? He ain’t hurtin me none, just helpin’ me cop the
duke in the pie eatin’ contest. My girlfriend is in the picture too.
Guess which one has the Toni.”
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Visits Japanese Diet

Some of her varied experiences
include a visit to the Japanese Diet

y yI J jjliL iD
Shows FRI. - SAT.

T H E H O O S ttIR H O T S H O T S
and K I R B Y G R A N T ,IA ./•' K

Return From

on the day the constitution was
adopted. Of this, she said, “ Only
five people voted against it. I
marveled at the 35 little Japanese
women in that august body, and
at their courage for even running
for an office the very first time
that the women had the right to
vote. I am told at their first ses
sion,* the women were all herded
over in one side of the chamber
to sit by themselves in good school
girl fashion, but they rebelled and
now they are seated alphabetically
with their proper parties.”
Miss Holmes is expected to give
intimate glimpses of the efforts
that are being made in Japan to
introduce the people to the ways
of democracy as we understand it,
as well as to measure the success
that has already resulted and the
tremendous significance that such
success holds.
Choose Honorary Members

The banquet will be at the Flor
ence hotel. S e v e r a l hundred
women selected on a basis of their
interest and accomplishments in
western Montana affairs and for
their contributions in various
fields have received invitations.
The purpose of the dinner is
to get together women in the jour
nalism profession and honor those
women who have done outstanding
work as practical journalists or
have distinguished themselves in
other ways. Several honorary
members of Theta Sigma Phi will
be chosen and the active chapter
will tap new members.
Reservations must be made by
those planning to attend. Mrs.
Dorothy Francis in the journalism
building should be contacted for
reservations.
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RCPRKBINTKD FC»R NATIONAL ADVERTISING! BY

Dorothy Jean Working, Wilsall,
past AWS president, presided
over one of the panel discussions at
the national conference of AWS
conducted last week in Al
buquerque, N. M., according to Dr.
Maurine Clow, assistant dean of
students.
Phyllis Johnson Accompanied

Miss Working was accompanied
by Phyllis Johnson, Missoula,
newly elected president of AWS.
Miss Clow said the practice of
sending past president and new
ly elected president permitted, the
past president to voice her prob
lems and allow the new president
to learn from the experience of
older members.
“ We feel that sending both the
past and new president will give
us better government and under
standing of problems,” Miss Clow
said.
Miss Working discussed the
topic, “Better Student Government
for Women.” This was just one of
the many s u b j e c t s discussed
at the semi-annual conference. All
topics pertained to student govern
ment, relations, activities, or or
ganizations.
The national conference is di
vided into two groups, large
schools and small schools. Montana
is in the latter category. Under
this s.etup, one of the representa
tives attends the meeting that per
tains to her school and the other
can attend the larger school dis
cussions to find out if they have
similar problems.
Miss Clow said the two repre
sentatives also checked on
board rates of other schools. This
is in direct connection with the
present question of raising the
board rates of the residence
halls.

“ I think the girls going to these
conferences not only help the
women groups, but the campus as
a whole,” Miss Clow stated.
Miss Working and Miss Johnson
returned by plane on Sunday.
WRITING CONTESTS
OPEN TO MAD AUTHORS

National Advertising Service, Inc.
C ollege P u b lish ers R epresentative

4#
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• LOS A H S S U S
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MEMBER ROCKY MOUNTAIN INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS ASSOCIATION
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under A ct o f Congress,
March 8, 1879
Printed by the University Press
Editor, Bill Sm urr; Business Manager, Dick Shirley; Associate Editors:
Carroll O’Connor, Anita Phillips, W ard Sims, Joe Stell. Society editor, Donna
Ring. Photography editor, Fred Mills. Circulation Manager, Bob Crennen.

Judges for the amateur photo
graph exhibit sponsored by the
journalism school are R. H. Mc
Kay, McKay Art company; Robert
Catlin, Catlin studio; and Asso
ciate Prof. Aden Arnold, Art de
partment, according to Harlan
Bower, journalism instructor.
The contest, which closes April
23 and is judged April 25, is open
to all amateur photographers in
Missoula county, including uni
versity students.
Entries will be divided into

three divisions: High school stu
dents, university students, and
adult amateurs. Each division will
have pictorial, portrait, and news
and feature classes. Students and
faculty can enter pictures in any
of the three classes.
The Western Montana PressRadio club will give a $15 prize
for the best print in the exhibit
and will hang the print in its
clubrooms. Other prizes will be
given for the best prints in- each
of the three divisions.
Several entries have already
been entered in the contest but
anyone interested can still enter
prints until April 23. Rules and
entry blanks may be obtained from
Harlan Bower at the journalism
school. No entry fee is charged.

GROCERIES

You’ll E n jo y the

• Luncheon Meats
• Ice Cream
• Soft-Drinks

Lower Prices

Amateur Photo
Contest Closes
This Week

As Well as Our
Tasty Meals
and
Sandwiches

OPEN EVENINGS
AND SUNDAY

Bedard’s
Grocery
j

Broadway

2100 South Higgins

912 East Broadway

Drive In

The National Five Arts award
contest is now open to college stu

and fortune.
Awards totaling $100,000 are
being offered in six writing fields,
the play, short story, short short
story, popular song, radio script,
and movie synopsis. Competition
closes July 31, when cash awards
of $30,000 and fellowships of
$70,000 will be made.
Entry blanks and full informa
tion may be obtained by writing
to the National Five Arts Award,
715 Fifth avenue, New York 22,
N. Y.

vjf

C H A P M A N

Albuquerque

JfjBk dents who have a thirst for fame

Randolph

S C O T T
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AW S Bigwigs

MacArth ur Aide
Is Matrix Speaker
Lulu H. Holmes, selected by
General MacArthur to serve on
his staff as adviser on women’s
education in Japan, will be guest
speaker at the annual Matrix table
banquet, April 24.
Sponsored by Theta Sigma Phi,
national journalism honorary for
women, the banquet is given for
the women students and Montana
women. Invitations to the dinner
were sent last week.
Miss Holmes was chosen because
her long service in Japan as ad
viser and liaison officer between
General MacArthur and the Jap
anese education ministry qualify
her to discuss with authority many
matters of particular interest at
this time. At the present time Miss
Holmes is a faculty member at
Washington State college.
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Soon

BURL IVES

James Lydon

OUT OF THE
STORM
CO-HIT!

AMERICA'S FAVORITE TROUBADOUR

r

TONIGHT & SA T U R D A Y
Shows at 8-10 p.m.

Romance! Adventure!
On the High Seas

“ Sea
Hawk”
with Errol Flynn

Student Special!

Claude Rains - Alan Hale
— Added Enjoyment —
CARTOON — NEWS

Friday Night Only

SU N D A Y - MONDAY

Improve your gam o in ’49
with these new Spalding Golf
Clubs. Precision weighted
for power with a choice of

lighter, stronger shafts.
Spalding golf balls offer a
selection for every type of
player.

1. Burger
2. French Fries
3. Milk Shake or a Beer

All Three for 50#

STARTS TU E SD A Y
Marshall Thomson
George Tobias in

FAIR W AY DRIVE - IN

“ Gallant Bess”

ONE MILE SOUTH ON H IG H W A Y 93

In Color

SP A LD IN G

SETS THE PACE
IN SPORTS

THE
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(continued from page one)

he must boost his strength by
that fatal 500— and he pro
bably won’t get them. John
Helding can sit on his hands
all the while. More, a loud
campaign now would do
Helding only harm. If the In
dependents see a few more
Greek motorcades they may
turn out in force.

It seems that we can count
on a Central board composed
of only two non-Greeks: Torv
Halvorson and . Dick Wohlgenant. These candidates for sen
ior and sophomore delegate
have excellent chances of win
ning in the finals.
Halvorson, no fool, will not
take anything from anybody,
and Wohlgenant, while unaf
filiated with ISA, is reported
to be soured on Greek life in
general.
Insignificant as these vic
tories may seem when com
pared to the Greek strength on
the board, they represent a
serious cleavage in the fratern
ity front.
We will thus see a Central
board which at last has a gen
uine party basis.
This will lead to a higher
type of political action than we
have known, for though a non
partisan attitude is good if it
produces good results, it is very
bad when it doesn’t. The Greek
members of Central board in
this last season had no one to
challenge their laziness.
The Kaimin’s role in Central
board business is to be this:
We will print a roll call of
voting on each controversial
issue the board considers.
The Central board meetings
will be covered more thor
oughly than ever before.
The good works and blunders
of the delegates will be ex
hibited to all.
Heaven help the slackers.
— JWS

O K Used Cars
Lifetime
Guarantee
’47 Chevrolet 5-pass. Coupe
Excellent Condition, Heater, Seat
Covers ____________ L... ..................$1,545

’47 Plymouth 4-Door

Special Deluxe, Nearly New Tires,
Excellent Condition ... ......
$1,495

’46 Chevrolet Aerosedan

Well Equipped, Good Condition....$1,445

’46 Chevrolet 5-pass. Coupe

Lots o f Accessories, Good Tires,
A Real Buy .............
$1,445

’46 Chevrolet 4-Door

Reconditioned,
Radio,
Heater,
Good T i r e s ____________________ $1,445

OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM

30-Day Guarantee
’42 Plymouth 4 -D o o r_____ $895
’41 Nash 5-pass. Coupe____ 795
’40 Chevrolet 2-Door, an
exceptionally clean car__ 845
’36 Chevrolet 2-Door, as is 275

Kraabel
Chevrolet Co.
“ The Best Deal in Town”
301 W. Broadway

Phone 8681
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Sidelights o f the News . .

The Stone A xe--

By CAR RO LL O’CONNOR

Repercussions o f A b e r D a y
A ctivities H its N ew H ig h

Though generally confined to illegal. Saloons were closed by law
off-campus matters, this column on election day.
occasionally finds subject matter
Here’s the Idea
for “ Sidelights” in and around our
Well, here’s the point. We have
cultural watering place along the
no saloons to attract campus vot
road of life.
and anyway that sort of thing
For instance, Wednesday’s elec ers,
immoral. But we do have our
tions. True, they’re past now, and is
chow lines. See the idea?
dead as the proverbial “Kelcey,”
We simply route hungry custo
but permit please, some brief re mers past the voting tables, make
flection and observation.
the
chow lines run right through
There was a time, years and the polling
places, so anyway who
years ago, when old-time Tam wants to eat has to take a crack
many politi at the ballots.
cians around
Of course, there would be a
N e w Y o r k lot of birds who wouldn’t vote
h e l d t h e i r even if it got them a plenary in
elections
i n dulgence, let alone a hot dog, but
saloons. T h e the system would work to good
practice h a d advantage with most people.
obvious faults
a suggestion anyway, and
which require if It’s
ever comes of it, it will
no summary at nothing
least, be something for Profes
here, b u t i t sor Briggs to kick around in his
did get the vote legal sifting box when things get
out on 'election day. The boys slow in Central board.
would come in for a short “ smile,”
then proceed to the bapk room, or
possibly rooms upstairs (the oc
THE
cupants of which had been given
the day off) and cast their honest
votes. The Hall always won driv
ing in these elections and even
tually the practice was declared
ON CIRCLE SQUARE

M y first Aber Day— another step in the one-year cycle of
my initiation into the ways of this, our student body. Ah, me,
tradition. If Professor Aber could only have seen us all. It
Would have made his peculiar old heart glad. I haven’t read
up much on this tradition, but I guess nobody loved a goodole rowdy time like old Professor Aber. Believed everyone
should have one at least once, a year, he did. Raise hell, mess
up the oval a bit, let your hair answer that, but I might have to
down, be a little foul and smutty, go into, high philosophy). And I
etc. Run around the night before suppose we can write off the
through four o’clock in the morn pranks as somber and real warn
ing making all sorts of noise, break ing that, if it weren’t for the grace
all conventional rules of privacy of God, we, too, might be imbeciles,
and decency by barging into w o and let it go at that.
men’s resi
dences before
they’re up and
But then there’s the “ Campus
dressed, gener Rakings.” Yes, unfortunately, there
ally inhibit any sure is the “ Campus Rakings.”
efforts at im
I like to consider myself some
proving the ap thing of a realist who is certainly
pearance of the not a slave to convention; but-my,
campus such as what a foul stench that yellow
greasing
the sheet engenders! Is the women’s
PRESENTS
lamp posts so journalism honorary a cesspool for
that a n y o n e the collection of the scum of the
► One of the Finest and Class- J
stupid enough to try to paint them student body, the smallest, shal
► iest Colored Units to Appear *
might break his fool neck. Conduct lowest, narrowest minds, a haven
the West— Featuring:
a filthy (and when college stu for the most vitiated, perverted
dents think it’s filthy, brother, it intellects we are unfortunate
1.
EDDIE COLE
Classroom
J
204’s
persistent
is) bit of horseplay like the kan enough to have with us?
wouldn’t say no. After
On the Plano
garoo court, and, of course, present
Well, it isn’t alone if it is. It’s visitor
as a much-heralded feature of the right in the same class with the being- evicted from the wisdom
Nat “ King”! Cole’s brother
day the annual MSU edition of the high court-ers. More about that shanty he sat outside and waited
for re-admittance.
Police Gazette—well, not the Po later.
2. JIM M Y W H ITE
First he tried the foot in the
lice Gazette, really; the Gazette
I plopped a copy in front of Dean open door method, only he used
And His Terrific Guitar
doesn’t mention so many names. Clow and asked her what connec
and Comedy Entertainment
Ah, old Professor Aber would tion she had with it. She had none his nose instead of his foot. Next
Ihe tried the watchful-silent ap
really rejoice.
whatsoever. She had actually for proach. But all to no avail.
3. The Sensational Voice of
bidden the official campus pub
Even a dog’s patience span is
A N D R E d’O R S A Y
Well, nuts. Let’s everybody have lications to use that picture of her not lengthy. So our visitor, yes, a
a good time. I don’t want to be a and clearly disapproved of the dog, a big, brown, shaggy one,
SOLID ENTERTAINMENT
lemon. I enjoy a bit of horseplay contents of the smeared blot on began to rattle the door effectively
Packed with T.Might— and
as much as anybody, maybe even the otherwise fairly clean surface with his paw. Expecting at least
more than some of those who did of our publications.
Dance Music to Please
ah Aber day hang-over victim,
not show up. But I sure can’t blame
Who on earth is responsible for the instructor opened the door and
them. There’s an awful lot of sub this provincial, small-time stink? joyful wooly sauntered in.
adolescent foolery going on, that as It’s hard to believe that there isn’t
far as I’m concerned, might just as enough decency in a women’s pro
well be omitted, along with some fessional sorority to suppress such
of the boobies responsible for it. rot.
It’s pretty coarse for a bunch of
stoops who is supposed to be here
And then there’s the high court.
’cause they’re igurunt and had
Here I’m at a loss for words. The
otter git an ejykashun to parade
through women’s residences 'and only decent utterance phrased by
raise hell, but if the women don’t the principals was a sotto voce
mind, who am I to care? (I could wish for good luck to Carol Frazer
on her trip to Atlantic City, from
one of the judges in an off-moment
A
— I daresay he was severly repri|manded for spoiling the otherwise
perfect record.
AFTER THE
A continuous flow of vulgarity
—and not the wholesome kind—
MOVIE OR DANCE
varying from lewd innuendo to
blatant, cheap, foul crudity, that
is what you missed, you people
who were too busy or too smart to
come to high court. What a fine
way to educate our youth to the
ways of our fathers! What an ef
ficient manner of moulding our
young womanhood into clearthinking, clean-minded, pure mod
els for those not fortunate enough
to be able to get a college educa
tion!
In the Missoula Hotel
Where’s the school spirit? I’ll
tell you where it might be. It just
might be flushed down with the
filth that isn’t still in the minds
of those who found themselves in
front of the library at 9:30 Wednes
day afternoon, April 20, 1949.
That’s where mine is, and I’ll bet
that’s where a lot of the rest of it
is, too.
_ They say that the rakings and
the high court were on a higher
plane this year than they have
C a r n i v a l - G a y NEW FASHION f o r Now and Summer]
been before. I wouldn’t know; I’m
new here. But there’s money to be
Put a Summer Sunbeam righ t on your feet.!.*
made if you take a bet against
this: I won’t be within a mile of
with c o o l, a iry CONFETTI DOT SANDALS
the campus this time next year.
o f Frostv-W rite Linen!

t SPUR LOUNGE:

Cunning Canine
Cuts No Class

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.
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Gay as the Mardi Gras/

Bring Your Date
to the

Coffee Shop

Carrying Quite a

$790

Heavy Load?

Relax at 201 West Railroad

Northern Bar and Lounge
D A N CIN G
SHUFFLEBOARD

M IXE D DRINKS
BEER

Gay as a C arnival! . . Sprinkled with bright
dots to go with you m errily now and la te r !
And only $7.90!

ARMY SAYS SOLDIERS
TO SOLDIERIZE LONGER

R.O.T.C. headquarters has an
nounced that all cadets will be re
quired to wear their blouses until
further notice.
Blouses will be worn, said the
announcement, until w a r m e r
weather arrives.
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Text Of Joe Howard’s Speech
tail parties. The only thing DDT
The following is the text of the address delivered to the minate his own kind. Even more ium for the atomic bomb.
There was just a possibility that has accomplished has been to make
only Man has used
student body at convocation this morning by Joseph Kinsey reprehensible,
his intelligence to destroy the one of those Japanese bombs could the flies bigger and noisier than
Howard, veteran newspaperman and Montana author.
earth’s physical resources by make a lucky hit and interrupt the ever.
atomic bomb project. It was the
which he lives.
“Smart” Flies?
Charles Darwin wrote a book
will, in the long run, turfi the
most remote of chances, perhaps—
Old-Fashioned Movie Cited
Somebody told me a story about
90 years ago called Origin of the balance.”
but
precautions
were
taken.
Most of you, incidentally—this
this. He said he heard two flies
Species which, in spite of all the
Let’s read that last portion of is off the subject a little way—
Bomb Hit Richland
who had just been bathed in DDT
churches and William Jennings the sentence over:
are familiar with the old-fashioned
It was a good thing they were, and were licking the stuff off with
Bryan could do to prevent it, ac
“ Or better adaptation in how horror movie in which a lustful because one of those bombs did relish, talking.
“Funny thing,” one fly said to
tually became the Bible of modern ever slight a degree to the sur ape was pursuing the blond hero almost interrupt the manufacture
rounding physical conditions, will, ine, intent upon rape and murder. of the atomic bomb. One of them the other fly, “ about Man. Here
man.
in the long run, turn the balance.” Of course the script writer got the came down near Richland and it is four years since the discovery
In view of the great importance
You see there were two sec ape mixed up with his distant grounded the main electric power of the atomic bomb, and he’s still
of that book, I think it is distress
cousin—Man. The ape is really line into the plant. Since it was es buzzing around.”
ing that so few of us know what tions to the theorem. Political or quite a nice guy. He doesnt’ com sential that this power flow be ab
You can take that story two
military
advantage
are
not
enough.
Darwin really said. Oh, a phrase
mit rape, he doesn’t except rarely solutely uninterrupted, this could ways. One way, the first one that
has come down to us—“survival The second aspect of the struggle in self defense, kill; and he does have upset the whole project—but comes to mind, is to view the
of the fittest”—which we have is as important as the first; and n’t even eat meat. Aside from es for one thing. The possibility had atomic bomb as just another DDT
taken as a synthesis of his great that second aspect is the degree of thetic considerations—women are been foreseen and an auxiliary —scary at first but not as devastheory of evolution, the descent efficiency with which the species so often fussy tabout things like power line from another source tatingly effectual as you had been
adapts itself to its environment.
of man, and natural selection.
that—the heroine might have been had been rigged up to feed current led to believe. I’m afraid too many
Ecology Defined
And most of us have assumed
better off with the ape than with into the plant intsantly in event
That’s ecology, and what I want the hero who was about to rescue of a break in the main line. The people have begun to think that
that “survival of the fittest”
way about it.
meant that the biggest and tough to talk about today. I am fond her. The hero, with the blessing break occurred, the second power
DDT and the Atom
est contender in the life struggle of the word because once I wrote of our Christian code, could force line went into service as planned—
The other way to take the story
would inevitably win out. Thus, a book and the New Yorker’s her to become a reproductive ma and the production of plutonium
makes more sense to me. Remem
if our Army and Navy and Air critic said I knew ecology as well chine, or a personal slave, or a continued.
ber that I have been using DDT
Force are bigger than Russia’s, as gunplay and that struck me as household drudge, or worse still
That
story
illustrates
two
things
(please see page eight)
and our atomic bomb is the dead very clever of me indeed, so I went leave her without any function for me, First, that main power line
liest weapon ever devised—as it is and looked in the dictionary to see so she’d spend her days at bridge without which the atomic bomb
—and we could hang on to it, then what ecology was. Briefly, it’s the or the slot machines.
could not have been devised be
study of the relation of a biological
we could win a war with Russia.
cause it took vast amounts of
Man’s Physical Environment
organism,
such
as
Man,
to
its
en
But let’s have a look at what
But that’s enough about Man as power—came primarily from the
1425 SOUTH HIGGINS
Darwin really said about the fac vironment.
What’s our record, as members a species because we could go on dams Of the Bonneville system, a
tors which enable a species to sur
public
power
system.
Second,
the
of the human species, as Ameri about him all day; and it’s time
vive. Here it is:
Complete Line of Fresh
cans and finally as Westerners, in to get more specific. Let’s con fact that a weapon so faulty as the
Quoted Darwin
Fruits and Vegetables
that
second aspect of the Darwin sider man in America and how he balloon bomb came so close to
“ The slightest advantage in cer
causing
a
disaster
should
impress
tain individuals, at any age or ian principle of survival—adapta has used his physical environ upon all of us the vital importance
during any season, over those tion to our physical environment? ment—the best in the world. A of our region and its vulnerability
Open Evenings
little later we’ll narrow it down
Viewing Man
with which they come in com
to attack.
and Sundays
First let’s view Man and see still farther, to the region in which
petition, or better adaptation in
Other Environmental Aspects
however slight a degree to . the what he amounts to, view him we live, the Northern Plains or
There
are
other
aspects
of
adap
WE
DELIVER
CALL 2612
the
Northwest.
coldly
as
Darwin
did.
We
can
grant
surrounding physical conditions,
tability to environment—aspects
him, perhaps, superiority in the
Private Interests Unchecked
first phase of the struggle. He’s |' We have permitted private in other than the physical ones, I
a more shrewd killer than any Iterest, in other words, to reign al mean—but before I touch on them
HEFTE’S MUSIC SHOP other
species. There’s now reason most unchecked up to now; and I want to get back to my title.
Groceries
to believe that he began as a can because some have seen that the j You’ll recall I coupled Charles
THE MUSIC CENTER
nibal and all who have read Wes day of reckoning is at hand, the Darwin and the common fly.
Every spring I brood a good deal
tern history know that he occa spokesmen for private interests
Fruits
310 N. Higgins Ave. Missoula
sionally reverts to cannibalism. using natural resources are making about flies. I have a summer home
Morally, in short, he’s not so hot. their last desparate stand. They in the mountains and every time
Vegetables
Man is the only animal who de want, once and for all, to curtail I go to it it’s full of flies. Well, DDT
liberately gangs up on his own or eliminate the only effective was invented and, like everyone
species and makes war upon it. safeguards therfe are for our re else, I hailed it with delight, and
Nearly all creatures fight to de maining natural resources—federal used buckets of it. It worked, too,
fend themselves, to establish sex controls. To help the private timber —for a while.
The other day I read an an
ual superiority, to obtain food and operator, they would cripple the
Free Delivery
sometimes to drive weaker species Forest service by limiting its func nouncement by some entomologist
that
he
was
just
about
convinced
from favorable areas—but Man tions or cutting its appropriations
Twice Daily
alone makes a practice of con to help the big stockmen, they the flies had now developed im
ducting mass campaigns to exter- would eliminate federal control munity to DDT. That was no news
to me. My flies developed it after
— COLD BEER —
over grazing privileges on public the first year. My flies can adapt
lands—though Montana stockmen, themselves to their environment
I’m glad to say, are not part of this quicker than anything you ever
movement which originated in saw. Now they lap up DDT like
1833 S. Higgins
Ph. 8841
Wyoming and Colorado. To help ice cream; they swim in it and in
the private utilities, they write vite all their friends to DDT cock
riders into appropriation bills to
prevent installation of power fa
cilities at big and costly public
dams.
We must recognize the fact that
the survival of our children de
pends not only upon how well we
train them to shoot or fly or drop
an atomic bomb; it depends equally
upon how well we train them to
use the waters of the Missouri and
Columbia rivers, the soil of the
plains, the timber and grass of
the great watersheds.
I’d like to digress again for just
a moment to recount an incident
which may help to show you just
how important our region is. This
is a story which has been seldom
A perfect foil for your
told, htough it is no longer, as it
once was, a war secret. It concerns
casual costumes is this de
the atomic bomb, public power,
"A
Deposit Required
and the Japanese.
lightfully tailored jewel

Paxson Grocery

Grade ‘A ’ Meats

Food Center

IN THE CAN

Yes, you can now buy
HIGHLANDER BEER by the can

Scatterpins
2

ry,

for $1.00

brilliantly

glowing

colors

set

with

in

gold

finished metal.

HIGHLANDER is the first
Montana beer to be canned

Jap Fire Bombs

JUNGLE ROOM
in the
Missoula Hotel

Packaged Ripple Ice Cream . . .
CHOCOLATE - BLACK RASPBERRY
RED RASPBERRY - BUTTERSCOTCH
. . . A T REGULAR PRICES
Quart - - 45c

Pint - - 25c

HANSEN’S ICE CREAM
519 S. Higgins

Dial 3184

Some of you may not have real
ized that the only section of the
continental United States other
than Alaska which was ever
bombed by an enemy was the
Northwest. I am referring to the
Japanese balloon - borne f i r e
bombs, which many considered a
joke because they had no device
to give them direction and there
fore were a wasteful weapon. But
they were no joke; we were just
lucky, and smart.
The first Japanese balloon bomb
to be reported came down near
Kalispell, Montana. A group of
scientists then engaged in a very
important and very secret was un
dertaking immediately became
seriously concerned. They had a
good idea about where that bomb
had been intended to land—at
Richland, Washington, site of the
plant which was making pluton

'A Locked - in Smoothness
'A Easier to Carry
'A Uses Less Space
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Lawyers to Get
Doctors Degrees

Page Five

New Housing
Policy Is Out

shall be determined by the man
agement. A fee of $5 will be
charged for the transfer.
9. Faculty occupancy shall be
determined on the basis of the
ratio of students to faculty before
the war (1939-40, 22-1) with not
more than 5 per cent assigned to
nonveteran faculty of World War
II. Priority shall be given to facul
ty for larger units.
10. Tenants are required to at
tend the University three quarters
out of every four. They may stay
out any one quarter they wish
provided they have been in at
tendance for two consecutive quar
ters immediately preceding.

Carl McFarland, u n i v e r s i t y
graduate practicing law in the
The housing committee of three
District of Columbia, and Walter
students and two faculty members
Today’s convo audience heard a famous Montanan today L. Pope, judge of the ninth cir has announced the revised policy
cuit court of appeals at San Fran
when Joe Howard discussed “Charles Darwin and the Com cisco, will be awarded honorary for the school year. Here are the
Doctor of Laws degrees at Mon rules for those seeking accomoda
mon Fly.”
tions in the University units:
Howard has spent the past week on Montana State Univer tana State University commence
1. Applications for housing are
ment exercises in June, the pres
sity’s campus delivering professional lectures to members of ident’s office announced yesterday. made for a specific quarter and
the School of Journalism.
McFarland received his LL.B. are not held after the quarter be
two yet to be printed volumes are
gins if the applicant has not en
A Journalist
among the list of books he has degree from Montana State Uni rolled in the University.
During the past 20 years How contributed to during recent years. versity’s law school in 1930, his
2. If all applicants for the cur
ard has been connected with the
He was research associate for the bachelor’s degree in 1928 and his
newspaper and radio industries of Montana Study, a project in com master’s degree in 1929 at MSU. rent quarter are not accomodated,
Montana. His work has also ap munity education sponsored by The American Bar association the overflow must be housed be
peared in The Saturday Evening the Rockefeller Foundation and medal, the association’s highest fore the applicants for the follow
Post, Collier’s, Esquire, The Na the University of Montana, for two honor, was awarded him in 1946 ing quarter are housed. For ex
for his service to American juris ample, fall quarter applicants not
tion, and other nationally promi years.
accommodated will be placed at
nent magazines.
His job as a professional lecturer prudence.
Before going to Washington, the head of the winter quarter list, PUBLIC STEN OG RA PH ER: Mary Ann
In addition to his position in has taken him to various colleges,
Caterino, Duncan Block, Room 11, phone
Great Falls and his time spent in universities and regional and dis McFarland served as code com etc. Applicants who applied for a 9-0156.
96-3tc
writing books, he acts as corres trict professional meets through missioner for codification of Mon specific quarter for housing will
SADDLE
HORSES FOR R E N T : Across
tana statutes, and he was an as be housed only after the overflow
pondent for Time, Life, Fortune out the country.
from county fair grounds. Open all day
sistant attorney general of the of the preceding , quarter have Saturday, Sunday, and week day after
and The St. Louis Post Dispatch.
noons. Tucker's Riding Academy.
97r2tc
United States from 1937 to 1939, been accommodated.
In 1947 he was honored for his
when he resigned to practice law
3. Students who apply for hous L O S T : K and E glide rule, in Old Science
work on a book about the history
Please return to L C. Moore,
in the District of Columbia.
ing after a quarter begins must No.Thursday.
of the Northwest by being chosen
3 Yellowstone, phone 9-1773, or leave
98-ltp
to receive the Guggenheim Fellow
Judge Pope, former member of wait for housing until students in at Forestry school office.
ship. This fellowship award was
the university law school faculty, residence who have made prior ap L O S T : Maroon glasses trimmed in gold
metal. Return to Kaimin office.
98-ltc
renewed in 1948.
was appointed judge of the Ninth plication for housing for the fol
The forestry school nursery is circuit court of appeals in Febru lowing quarter have been con
Iowa Boy
in the middle of its annual pro ary by President Truman. He is tacted and have had a chance to
Howard was born in Iowa, but gram of shipping trees to farmers
Come on In and Bowl
most of his early childhood was all over the state to provide wind the first Montanan to serve on accept or refuse housing.
the
court
since
the
retirement
of
4. An applicant, when termed
spent in western Canada, where breaks and shelterbelts.
W. H. Hunt in 1928.
eligible for a prefab or row house,
his father was a coal mine manager
This year approximately half a I
may
decline the offer without los
A
veteran
of
World
War
I,
for an American syndicate.
million trees are being sold to
After graduation from Great Montana farmers at two and one- Judge Pope was a member of the ing his place on the list, but if he
Falls high school, he went to work half cents a tree. The program 1923-25 Montana legislature, a refuses the offer the second time,
as a reporter for the local daily, was started in 1927 and was pro presidential elector in 1928, and he loses his priority and his name
the Leader, of which he later be vided for by the Clark-McNary president of the Montana Bar as is placed at the end of the list.
5. If a party is declared an ex
came news editor.
act. It is a cooperative effort of sociation in 1929-30. He was spe
Most of Howard’s time during the forestry school, the forest ser cial assistant to the U. S. attor emption on an individual’s income
ney general for four years and a tax, he will be recognized as a
the past few years has been spent vice, and the farmer.
on writing books. His first book,
The trees are mostly broad- director o f the First National bank with the occupant. Whenever
“ Montana: High, Wide, and Hand leaves, but nearly one hundred of Missoula for more than 30 years, others than wife or children are
claimed, the applicant must pre
some,” was published in 1943. In thousand evergreens are being
sent a notorized affidavit declar
1946 he edited a large collection of shipped also. The broadleaves con
ing dependency.
writing by and about Montana sist of green ash, Chinese and
people which appeared as “ Mon American elm, Russian olive, wild
6. Units will be assigned on the I
tana Margins: A State Anthology.” plum, and chokecherry.
[following basis: 0-bedroom units,
“ Our Fair City,” “Northwest
childless couple; 1-bedroom units,
The conifers shipped are PonHarvest,” “Promised Land,” and derosa pine, blue spruce, Rocky I The kick-off parade to spur couple and actual child under 1 Liberty Bowling Center
211 East Main
Mountain juniper, and Douglas fir down town and campus ticket year; 2-bedroom units, couple and
The latter is also sold for Christ-1 sales for the 43rd Interscholastic actual child 1 year or over; 3-bed
TYPEWRITER REPAIRING
mas tree plantings.
track and field meet on May 12, room units, couple and 2 or more
The trees are from 18 to 36 13> and 14, will start at 2 p.m. Sat- i actual children.
Smith-Corona, Royal
Underwood, Rei ting-ton
Exception being that we are not
inches tall when shipped. The urday.
broadleaves are packed in shingle
The parade is being sponsored able to fill vacancies with avail
Missoula Typewriter Co.
able
eligible couples.
shavings;
the
evergreens
in
sphagby
various
campus
and
down
town
WES STRANAHAN
7. When vacancies occur in units
511 South Higgins
Dial 2022
num moss, which has to be shipped |organizations. Ralph Starr, mayorhere from Wisconsin. After being elect of Missoula, will be Grand of multiple bedrooms and no ten
packed, they are loaded on uni Marshal of the parade. University I ants are available with the proper
versity trucks which carry them units will be represented with number of dependents as listed
to their ultimate destinations.
floats depicting Little Theater, above, the management can allow
The shipping operation is being tennis, debate, declamation, track persons ineligible only because of
done under the supervision of and field, and golf—the events lack of dependents, or in case of
AT
O. M. Patton, forestry instructor that comprise the high school medical emergencies, to occupy
the units.
and staff forester, and Frank Cech, event.
8. Priority shall be given to oc
graduate assistant. Forestry stu
The Jaycees will sponsor a float
dents do the work in their spare pushing ticket sales and the vet cupants of the area in transferring
time.
from
one unit to another, except
erans organizations will be rep
resented with the VFW color guard in cases where an occupant wishes
and the American Legion drum |to transfer because of an expected
increase in the family and a stu
and bugle corps.
2105 South Higgins
The ROTC marching band, dent from the outside with the
dressed in white helmets, belts, proper number of actual children
—
OPEN SUNDAYS —
is
applying.
Transferring
from
one
and leggings, will set the march
ing pace for two platoons and a unit to another of the same size
color guard of ROTC students.
Spurs, Bear Paws, fraternities,
and sororities from the campus
will push ticket sales with decor
ated automobiles, signs, and an
auto with Miss Montana for the
years 1947, 1948, and 1949.
The parade will start at the
Northern Pacific depot and move
south down Higgins a v e n u e
and across the Higgins avenue
bridge. Police escort is being fur
nished by Chief Phelan of the
Missoula police.

Class Ads . .

Trees Shipped
By Foresters

PARADE

Picnic Supplies
and

Ice Cold Beer

Olson’s
Grocery

Dine Out

For A Change

IS PLENTIFUL IN M O N TA N A

The M ONTANA POWER CO.
PRIVATELY OWNED - BUSINESS MANAGED - TAXPAYING

Dear Editor:
We would like to take this op
portunity on behalf of the entire
student body to thank Mr. and
Mrs. De Jarnette, ’21, for the prep
aration of the barbecued meat for
Aber Day.
Our thanks go also to the girls
of the Home Economics club for
their cooperation; to Mr. Swear
ingen and his staff for their as
sistance, and to all the others who
were so helpful in making the
barbecue possible.
Sincerely,
Jack Parrish
Ed Bangle
Co-chairmen, barbe
cue committee

Try Our Delicious
Steaks - Chicken - Sea Foods
Prompt, Courteous Service

The Montmartre Cafe
IN THE M ISSO U LA HOTEL
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Teaching Exams
For L.A. Schools
To Be Given
The Los Angeles city school de
partment has announced that ex
aminations will be given soon to
applicants interested in teaching
the first three grades of the ele
mentary schools, Marjorie Small
wood, placement service secretary,
said yesterday.
A written test in principles and
problems of education, an oral in
terview to evaluate personal quali
fications, and an evaluation of col
lege transcripts comprise the ex
amination according to Mrs. Small
wood.
Applicants for the position must
have completed a four year college
course with a bachelor’s degree,
twenty-four semester hours or the
equivalent of professional work in
education, and the completion of a
course or the passing of an ex
amination on the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States.
Full details may be obtained
from the placement office in Craig
hall.

Sack Racers
Laugh Makers
Laughs came in sacks when
guys, gals, and couples bounced
along in the burlap bag races.
When the bundled-up kids were
through making like kangaroos up
and down a fast track on the oval,
four winners came up with the
coveted prizes.
In the crowd - p l e a s i n g
couples race, Mickey Vandertie,
Missoula, 'andyHerb Neils, Libby,
Before You Buy Your

Mother’s Day Cards
See the Complete Line at
EUNICE BROWN’ S GIFT SHOP

TREATS FOR
A KING

U niversity M useum Receives
Collection o f A r t O bjects

Dean Returns
From National
Conference

John R. D aily,
Inc.

The film, “ Modern Trends in
Intravenous Therapy” will be
shown at 4 p.m., April 26, in J-304,
by a representative of Abbott
laboratories. All pharmacy majors
should attend.
Read Rakings . . . it’s nifty.

At the
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Student Counseling,” “ Trends in
Student Government,” “ Discrimi
nation, Tolerance, Civil Rights, and
Free Speech.”
Federal relationships in educa
tion is a subject of prime interest
and will become even more promi
If Betty MacDonald could have
The University museum was recently enlarged through nent in the future, he said.
seen all those eggs flying around
on the oval yesterday, she might donations by Stella Duncan ’07, one of Montana State Uni Need Workers in Student Affairs
well have turned out another “ The versity’s loyal and distinguished alumna.
Much work at the conference
Egg and I.” Anyway, she would
was devoted to the discussion of
This donation includes fine paintings, and rare types of preparing people to i work with
have been lucky to escape the
egg-tossing contest without some antique French and early American furniture.
student affairs.
of her beloved hen’s fruit drip
“A very fundamental aspect is
In addition the gift includes: brocades, linens, laces, silver,
ping off her clothes.
to get people who are interested
glass,
china,
jewelry,
oriental
rugs,
The agile-fingered guys and
in student affairs and student
gals lined up 25 abreast in oppos dresses, perfume bottles, and
counseling. A major problem is
ing lines before starting the toss drapes.
how to provide a supply of ade
The gift came as the combina
ing. As they backed further and
quately trained personnel for
further away from each other, the tion of many years of loyal interest
higher education,” the Dean said.
in
the
University.
Stella
Duncan’s
contestants became fewer' and the
Doctors and nurses are greatly
interests
here
were
in
art
cleaning bills mounted.
needed to care for the present
After two such contests the and languages. In 1912-13 she
need. The fact that doctors can
spectators were too occupied with returned to the University for
“Problems at MSU are minor get more money in private prac
scraping yellow off their clothes graduate work. Next she attended when compared with those of other tice than institutions can pay them
to notice that two couples had ac Northwestern and Prince schools. schools,” said Dean Herbert J. accounts for the shortage, he said.
tually succeeded in keeping their
Clothing Importer
Wunderlich on his return from
Fraternity Program Outlined
eggs intact even though they were
After finishing her training she Highland Park, 111., where he at
Dean A. Ray Wamock, Penn
some 75 feet apart.
established a business of her own tended the 31st conference of the sylvania State college and mem
The winners were: June Cana- in Boston. She became an importer National Association of Deans and
ber of the National Interfratemity
van, Great Falls, tossing to Bud of the finest French coutier and Advisers of Men last week.
conference, revealed a three-point
Paulsen, Helena; and A1 Coch dealt in women’s wear. While en
Dean Wunderlich was chairman program for improvement of frat
rane, Billings, pitching to Garene gaged in business, she made many of the institutions with enrollments
Webber, Great Falls. They were trips to Europe, Asia, and Africa of 1,500 to 5,000 students. Dis ernities:
1. Local chapters should have
awarded a finger nail set and golf and ttyere collected her art objects cussed at this meeting was the
the option of selecting their own
balls, respectively.
and home decorations, most of structure of student affairs. Struc members. (This is in reference
This year’s contest was con which were destined to go to her tures ranged from a completely
to racial and religious discrimina
ducted on a high plane. None of Alma Mater.
decentralized structure as com tion).
the winners was caught with a
A few years ago she retired from pared with a centralized and co
2. Fraternities are not a special
hard-boiled egg.
business and began methodically to ordinated system. The latter sys- group, but an educational ad
plan for the disposal of her col tern would have all phases of stu junct and should be governed acfell across the finish line in a lection. She visited the University dent affairs under one central unit, j cordingly.
twisted heap to win a box of in 1941 at commencement time and
MSU Problems Small
3. A program established to immints. According to Neils it was began making definite plans for
“ The basic purpose of this con- prove the scholarship level of
“true love that made us win.” handling her collection.
ference is an exchange of ideas, fraternities.
The victors won over such noted
In 1945 she made a will granting
sack-racers as Mr. and Mrs. Gil many objects of value to the Uni I thought I would exchange ideas,
Aber synonym: Smut.
but I found so many schools with
Porter in a grueling nine-heat versity.
problems greater than ours, that
contest.
Remembered Alma Mater
I had trouble voicing our prob
Coeds Drafted
She remembered from her col
The coed race got off to a slow lege days the very limited facilities lems,” Dean Wunderlich said.
He said the problems at MSU
start due to lack of volunteers. with which the students worked
The M-club proceeded to institute and she explained through corre are simple, ordinary headaches
Packers of
their own “ volunteer” system, spondence that she wanted the whereas other schools have the
dragging the protesting gals away young people here to have the op migraine type.
DAILY’S
In
connection
with
the
present
from the crowd and stuffing them portunity of handling and explor
into the spud sacks. Pat Stanley, ing fine works of art, a privilege debate on increasing board and
Mello-Tender
Cambridge, Wis., took on the ten that students of Iher day had not room rates, the Dean said that an
increase would be justified.
preliminary winners, in the finals, had.
HAMS and BACON
Board Rates Too Low
and then stopped bouncing long
With these plans in mind she ex
“ I found that approximately $18
enough to accept her prize—a box panded her will early in 1947 to
Wholesale
and Retail
of fancy handsoap. “ I owe it to include all of her rare collection per month is the mean rental
charged
by
97
colleges.
The
Distributors of
working in Corbin hall,” she said.
Soon after this she started sending charges here are about three dol
That’s Using: Your Head
items.
Fresh
and Cured Meats
lars less than this rate. Food rates,
Gale Peck, Kalispell, hopped off
These included the rare Pour- I found, were generally higher.
with first place in the men’s divi bus painting “Hope Vanishes, Love Other schools charge $1.50 a day
Sausage - Poultry
sion. Peck now exhibits a set of Is Eternal,” one of the finest ex or more,” Dean Wunderlich said.
Fish and Oysters
bookends for his talent in sack amples of early Flemish art.
Some of the topics discussed by
racing, He modestly credited “my
Another important painting is the 193 delegates at Highland
Telephones 5646 - 3416
big feet” for his victory. A by “ The Admiral,” by Peel. It is not Park were “ Federal Relationships
115-119 W est Front St.
stander said some of the credit known which Peel painted the pic
in Education,” “The Philosophy of
was due to Peck’s ability in using ture but the quality of the picture
his ears as a lifting force.
is unquestioned.

Hey, MacDonald,
Someone’s Stealing
Your Thunder

THERAPY FILM SHOWING
SET FOR J-SCHOOL

Curb Service

M ONTANA

Ellis Studio

‘Hamburger
King’

for
Application
Photos

Across from the N.P. Depot

345 BROOKS STREET

Y©wi T©© Casa S av©
See if You Can
Beat These Prices
In Missoula:
R E G U L A R -------26y2c
E TH YL - - - - 28%c

S p u r

©as

500 East Spruce

Rare Jewels

Among the jewelry received is
a ring which originally belonged
to Mary, Queen of Scots. The set
ting of the ring is a cairn-gorm
stone, surrounded by diamonds.
With the collection came fine
antique oriental prayer rugs from
Persia. These rugs are beautifully
designed and are prizes among any
museum items.
A part of the rarity of the col
lection is that the valued articles
are the complete furnishings for
a dining room and living room.
When the University completes
its new museum, two rooms will be
set aside for the Stella Duncan
collection. At the present, plans
for the proposed construction are
in the committee stage.

Debating Discussed
On Radio Roundtable
The value of debating and
speech training in college was the
subject of a half-hour round table
discussion aired over KXLL Satur
day by the special events class in
journalism.
The broadcast, a delayed tape
recording, was presented in con
junction with the 1949 Tau Kappa
Alpha Northwest intercollegiate
debate tournament which ended
competition here Saturday. The
program was one in a series pro
duced by the journalism school in
cooperation with the Public Ser
vice division.
Participating in the round table
were Adena Joy, forensics director
at Lewis and Clark college, Port
land; John Parker, debate coach
at Montana State college; John
Varley, student debater from the
University of Idaho at Moscow;
and Dean Jellison, member of the
university debate team which left
Sunday morning for West Point,

June Brides
See Our Beautiful Selection of Dishes

J. M. LUCY &

SONS, Inc.

SINCE 1889

Eat, Drink and BeJMerry
For a REAL TREAT, try our specialty .

Southern Fried
Chicken with French Fries
Then while you eat or drink, hear . . .
‘TH E SULTAN”

EMg©aa© Smraitlh
and his rock and roll rhythm
, playing currently at

B E D A R D ’S
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Faculty Downed
In Aber
A crowd of nearly a thousand
watched Hilgenstuhler’s Garrulous
Grizzlies wrench a 9-8 victory from
the hands of Fessenden’s Fighting
Faculty in a seven-inning thriller,
played Aber Day. The game will
probably be contested according to
Faculty Coach Doug “ The Lip”
Fessenden.
It was a fine sunny day and
Shipkey park was packed to capa
city. The fans had come to see the
game of the year, a game which
was not to disappoint them. A
tense hush fell over the masses
as Fessenden’s flock came to bat
in the top half of the first inning.
This was it.

taken out by
ing. But this
be disproved
coach trotted
inning.

Walsh’s fine block
rumor was soon to
when the big line
in at the end of the

Few Quiet Ones

Wild Crowd

Yellow Cab
C ALL

6644

]/ & & ***
SK IL L IN
DELICATE REPAIRING
* * *

featuring
LORD and LADY
CALVERT
$19.75 - 33.75
(tax included)

Oscar E. Olson
2105 South Higgins

jg
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Jurovich Pitches
No Hit, No Run

Things remained quiet during
the next few innings, the faculty
threatening in the third. In the
latter part of this inning, the fa
culty came through \yith another
double play, Mikalson to Shipkey.
Then came the fateful fourth. Jim
“The Whip” Lucas took the mound
for the Grizzlies. The first man to
face him was the vengeful Freddy
Erdhaus. With a gleam in his eye
and a twitch in the finger of one
hand,
“Highty Fred” took a swipe
Sleight of Hand
at
first pitch and sent it sail
The Grizzly pitcher put his op ingthe
into the bright blue yonder
ponents down in order by using a for a homer.
clever change of balls, one soft
Later, Golden came up with two
and one tennis. In the bottom of men on and drove then in with a
the first the rival pitcher tried to single. At this point the rattled
retaliate, using a bouncing pitch. Lucas faked a pitch, and when
However, instead of retiring the Umpire Marinkovich sent the run
side, Faculty Pitcher Renzaglia ner down to second, the left fielder
worked himself into hole, and was came in and shot the ump. After
only saved by a double play, order had been restored, the fa
Young to Shipkey.
culty’s Renzaglia singled with two
For a moment it looked like on, making the score read 5-0 in
First Baseman Erdhaus had been Ifavor of the Faculty.
hurt on the play, having been

‘The Thinking Fellow
Calls a Yellow”

M ONTA NA

The Jumbo hall squad downed
South hall, 3-0, in an exciting
second game of the intramural
softball season played Tuesday.
About 200 spectators watched
Jumbo’s pitcher, George Jurovich,
turn in the first no-hit, no-run
softball game of the season, on the
Clover bowl.
The losing pitcher, “Doc” O’
Quinn, gave up only four hits
throughout the game, one of which
was Jumbo’s sole earned run.
O’Quinn struck out four men in
the first inning, a softball oddity
if it wern’t for the fact that the
batters reached first base on the
catcher’s drops. Jumbo’s two other
runs came early in the game when
the South hall infielders bobbled
a few sure ones.

Phi Delts Lead
Intramural
Group Scores
The intramural athletics point
aggregation has taken another
jump in favor of Phi Delta Theta,
when it came out on top in the
recent intramural swimming meet.
The bulletin board in the men’s
gym shows, the point standings of
the various living groups in the
whole point race. Listed below are
Ithe standings. A minus number
indicates points docked the par
ticular group lacking representa|tion at intramural managers’
meetings.

The last of the fourth ' saw
JDauntless Gil Porter shag two
well-hit balls in deep right field.
Two Grizzly runs came across
shortly after. In the top of the
sixth Shipkey tripled and Gil (a
T. ftball bowl. bskt. swim. total
slugger in his own right) Porter Or*.
Phi Delta ..
160 95
180 100
525
brought him in with a single. In I South hall .. ....
.... 170 80
170
92.5 512.5
hall ...160 67.5 165
92.5 476
the last of the sixth with one down I Jumbo
Phi Sifts
...140 55
145
426
85
the faculty pulled their third I Sigma Chi .... 190 55
110
70
425
Sigma Nu .... 200 46
105
65
415
double play. The crowd went wild. SA
••
E ’s ......... .... 180 67.5 140
387.5
Then, Tabaracci homered with two Theta Chi .. .... 120 75
75
77.5 347.5
ATO's
.......
....
130
3C
110
347.5
77.6
on. The crowd went wilder.
++
Sift Eps ..... .... 110 92.5 100
302.5
It was the top of the seventh, Ski club .... .... 80 • 200 *
280
*
.... .... 90 65
65
200
and Fessenden pulled a boner. He Forestry
•
I ndepen dents
0 82.5
45
127.6
•
put in the Grizzlys’ coach, Ed Kappa Sifts
• 15
85
100
.' *
•
Row houses
95
Chinske, at short. After Ripke had Bus. Ad.
*
*
45
45
• 30
•
*
30
homered, Bob Cope smashed one Corbin hall .
•
*
Kappa Psi
20
20
through Dr. Nicholl. Eddy, who Wes.
Found.
-25
* *
*
-25
•did
not
participate
had been backing up the play,
**Did not participate in finals
made an honest attempt to get the
ball to first. Unfortunately, the
Doc’s head was in the way and
Cope was safe. Two other Grizzlies
joined Cope on the sacks. Next to
bat was the Grizzlys’ Cocco. He
stepped to the plate and dealt the
“coup de grace” with a homer.
With the score 9-8 in favor of the
iron men in letter sweaters, the
game was called because of dark
ness (in the faculty hearts). There
The Tri Delts found themselves
is still weeping to be heard in the
on the top half of the score Tues
faculty liocker rooms.'
day afternoon when they sneaked
We wouldn’t object if someone past the Kappa Kappa Gammas 8
would abscond with the Campus to 6. The lead changed hands four
Rakings profits. Who cares who times in the seesaw affair before
the four grueling innings were
steals dirty money?
over.
Joan Beckwith, Kalispell, helped
pave the road to victory for the
Meet Your Friends at
Tri Delts with outstanding play
ing in the infield as well as behind
the bat. The Kappas were handi
capped somewhat, due to the ab
sence of their coach.
SNOOKER
But, as the score indicates, the
BILLIARDS
game was the closest as well as
POCKET BILLIARDS
the lowest-scoring game so far in
the round robin.
This victory puts the Tri Delts
Snack Bar
on top of “ B” league with two
wins
and no losses. The Kappas
125 West Spruce Street
follow with a record of two wins
and one loss.
VA The second game of the after
noon was also a scorcher with the
Thetas beating the Sigma Kappas
11 to 7. Carol Fraser, Billings,
pitched and slammed her way to
glory by hitting a home run with
the bases loaded. Several other
home runs were featured through
out the game.
The Theta victory brings them
into a tie with the Alpha Phis for
first in league “ A.” These two
teams will meet next Tuesday and
the game should prove to be
another battle royal.
Wednesday’s games between the
Thetas and North hall, and Tri
Delts and Delta Gamma were can
celled and will be played off later
Broadway
EE in the season.

T ri Delts,
Thetas Top
Ball League
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Shipkey Plans Obstacle
Course For Footballers
A football obstacle course will be initiated into the spring
football training program, Coach Ted Shipkey said in an inter
view yesterday. “The contests will test the players’ time reac
tions, and sharpen inter-squad competition.”
One phase of the contest, the 50-yd. dash time trials, has al
ready heen run. The following men were fastest in their re
spective positions: Kuburich, cent
er; Kumpuris, guard; Covey and CAMPUS BRIEFS
Cork, tackles; Bauer and Evans,
Curtis H. Waldon, pharmacy
ends; K i n g s f o r d , quarterback;
Wold, halfback; and Le Claire and school dean, left y e s t e r d a y
morning for Jacksonville, Fla.,
Hammerness, fullbacks.
The obstacle course will consist where he will attend meetings
of pushing a sled a given distance, of the American Pharmaceutical
throwing a series of blocks on stra association, according to his
tegically placed dummies, and secretary, Barbara Fader.
He will not return until May 6,
carrying the ball over a predeter
Mrs. Fader said.
mined course.
* *
' “ At present, the spirit of the
A 16-hour Girl Scout training
squad is exceptionally high, and
this competition will add enthus course, sponsored by Panhellenic
council, will be open to university
iasm,” Shipkey said.
Saturday. Girls wishing to
Results of 50-yd. dash time women
enroll will meet in the Copper
trials:
room
at
9 a.m., and will pay fifty
Centers— Kuburich, 6.3 ; Cook, 6.5 ; Chap
man, 6.8; Scott, 7 ,0 ; Pappas, 7.2.
cents to cover operating expenses.
Guards— Kumpuris, 6.4 ; Stewart, 6.5 ; This will be the first of a series
Scally, Lenn, 6.6 ; Semansky, 6.8; Chaffin,
6.9 ; Manuel, 7.0 ; Wollschlafter, 8.4.
of three-hour sessions.
Tackles— Covey, Cork, 6.6; Reed, 6.9;
The course will instruct in the
Duncan, 7.1; Actis, 7.4 ; Rothweiler, 7.6.
Ends—-Bauer, Evans, 6.2 ; Kafentzis, 6.3 ; fundamentals of troop leadership
Selstad, 6.4 ; McGlothlin, 6.5 ; Roth well, 6.6 ;
and
the aims of the Scouts. Marie
Echols, 6.7; Briney, 6.8; Tyler, 7.0; Molthen, 7.1 ; Korn, 7.2 ; Cerino, 7.4.
Hubbard, former Scout executive
Quarterbacks— Kingsford, 6.3 ; Campbell,
director, is in charge.
6.7 ; J. LeClaire, 6.8 ; Mataye, 7.2.
Halfbacks— Wold, 6.1 ; Byrne, Malone,
Murphy, 6.4 ; Rogers, 6.5 ? Barsness, 6.6;
Butcher, Duval, 7.0; Harasymczuk, 7.1.
Fullbacks— L
.LeClaire,
Hammerness,
6.5; Keim, Bradley, 6.8; Jurovich, 7.8.

Great News
For Be-Bops

|

=

4 B’ s GAFE
1359 West

Sean MacBride, Ireland’s foreign
minister, speaks with a French
accent.
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Double Down-filled
Arctic Bags - - - - -
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P A C K SA C K S
Ruck Sacks - 2.95 and 3.95
Jungle Packs - - - - - 85c

Also
Trench Shovels - - - - Canvas Buckets - - - -

1.00
1.00

G R AN T’S
AR M Y STORE
608 Woody

Relax and E n jo y Yourself
Again This W eek End at

The BLACKFOOT TAVERN
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SLEEPING B AG S

Under the headline, “ The Night
|Club of the Year Is Here,” Vir
ginia Field’s latest adventure in
progressive jazz is announced in
a publicity release to the Kaimin
this week.
For the benefit of those who ad
mire the music and the lady who
sells it, here is what the New
York damsel has in mind. Maybe
if we work real hard we can
bring something like this to MSU:
Bob City, located at Broadway
and 49th, is, and we quote,
“ . . . spacious, luxurious and
glamOUrous (her spelling) . . . ”
etc., etc.
“ Imagine /sh e goes on) a fortyfoot, shining, chromium plated
soda fountain, thater section,
smoking room, dance stand . . . ”
Oh, you cats!

The Pennant

The Best in Steaks

Arm y
Surplus

taw*:

•

$10.95
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-
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Howard Convo Speech
(conitnued from page four)

on my flies ev er/ few weeks for
years. Nobody, thank God, has
been using the atomic bomb on me.
It seems possible to me that those
flies are better adapted to their
environment than we are, that
when it comes to the survival of
the fittest it could be the flies, and
not us, which will still be buzzing
around. Worth thinking about any
way.
Now for a few concluding re
marks upon anther aspect of en
vironment. I’d like to mention the
social phase of human life—how
well we can get along together.
Greed is not the only threat to
our survival. Some of the other
threats are consequences of it, per
haps; for instance the conflict of
classes in our allegedly classless
society. Some of the bloodiest labor
troubles in America have occurred

in our region and have left their
mark upon it. There are n^mes in
our history which bring to mind
instant, ugly pictures; the names
of towns with records of human
and elemental violence, of fantas
tic fortune and corrosive poverty
—towns clinging to scarred and
eroded hillsides or sprawling
across barren clearings which once
were .green parks in the forest.
Butte, Kellogg, Centralia, Everett
—there are a few of them. There
are other names with blood on
them: Bunker Hill and Sullivan,
Anaconda Copper, the Western
Federation of Miners, the INDUS
TRIAL Workers of the World . . .
Folks out here who couldn’t get
along together and had to shoot
it out.
You have heard a lot recently
about the probably disastrous ef
fect another depression in Amer

MONTANA
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ica could have upon our prestige to our social environment, revolu the great problem of racial and re
abroad and our security in this tion can happen here. There have ligious discrimination. It has two
precariously-poised world. I agree been times when it almost did faces, that problem, and we are
nearly all of us guilty of adopting
with that, but I want to ask that' happen.
one .face or the other. There is
you also consider this: What will
Montana’s Survival
social discrimination—which hu
be the effect abroad of outbreaks
We are prone to regard Montana miliates, degrades and embitters
of violence in labor-industry dis
putes, or the imposition of martial as a good state, which it is; and the victim. And there is economic
law in some Northwestern mining to be rather complacent about the discrimination, which kills.
town—experiences with which we advantages of life here. We forget
Death Warrant
that it cannot survive alone, that
are already much too familiar?
He who practices discrimination
we
have
a
stake
in
the
enrichment
Those who turn pale at the very
now is signing his own death war
mention of the CIO might con of life throughout our region and rant and that of his children. The
sider the fact that it is a sissy our country and the world. And world, and especially the peoples
outfit compared to the only frankly we are so complacent that we don’t of Russia, Asia, India, China and
revolutionary organization t h i s really know what is going on some the Pacific, is watching America.
c&untry ever produced—the IWW. times. We shrug off the signs in The way we treat minorities may
Then remember that the IWW was restaurants which exclude Negroes, well determine our destiny, for
born in the Coeur d’Alene, about with the euphemism that the pro there are a lot more of those col
100 miles west of us, that it at prietor reserves the right to refuse ored people than there are of us.
tained its greatest strength in our services to anyone; we permit and
You know writers are apt to be
region, that it, unlike the com practice brutal and illegal dis
munistic party, was a strictly crimination against Indians and disappointing speakers. This is so
mixed-bloods.
A
few
of
us,
to
our
common
that some of the lecture
American outfit owing no allegi
ance to any foreign power; and shame, mouthed ugly whispers of bureaus have established a policy:
that it was born of industrial op religious bigotry in the last elec- writers perhaps should be read, but
. they should rarely be seen and
pression, unemployment and de |tion campaign in Montana.
spair. If we fail to adjust ourselves | Well, I haven’t time to discuss |never heard.
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more college students smoke chesterfields
than any other ' cigarette- by Latest natiohal survey,

